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This most prestigious of Vatican experiences grants your clients exclusive, behind-
the-scenes access to the papal collection and Sistine Chapel all after the day’s
crowds have dispersed. In the company of an expert art historian, your clients
enjoy an intimate tour of the Vatican Museums as they are shrouded in silence,
discovering secret rooms like the Cabinet of Masks and reaping the rewards of
being all alone in the Sistine Chapel.

What’s Included:
- Round-trip transfers
- Private licensed guide
- Private opening of the 
  Vatican Museums and the Sistine Chapel

Highlights:
- Pinecone Courtyard
- Vatican Museums Highlights
- Raphael Rooms
- Cabinet of Masks
- Sistine Chapel

alone in the vatican



Our complete Vatican tour takes combines a private tour of the highlights with
exclusive, behind the scenes access to the Bramante Staircase and Niccolina
Chapel. In the company of an expert art historian, your clients enjoy an intimate
tour of the Vatican Museums as they are shrouded in silence, discovering secret
rooms like the Cabinet of Masks and reaping the rewards of exploring the Sistine
Chapel.

What’s Included:
- Round-trip transfers
- Private licensed guide
- Private opening of the 
  Vatican Museums and the Sistine Chapel

Highlights:
- Pinecone Courtyard
- Vatican Museums Highlights
- Raphael Rooms
- Bramante Staircase special opening
- Cabinet of Masks
- Niccolina Chapel special opening
- Sistine Chapel

complete vatican



Go behind the scenes at the Vatican on this exclusive tour. Accompanying your
guests will be an expert licensed guide who has made it their life’s work to delve
into the Vatican’s secrets. Your guests will enjoy exclusive, VIP access to the Secret
Vatican Archives and other seldom seen rooms to discover such treasures as a
letter penned by Michelangelo himself. Our special partnership with the Vatican
opens up doors to the collection few other operators even know exist.

the vatican's secret
collection

What's Included:
- Round-trip transfers
- Private licensed guide
- Exclusive Opening of the Secret Archives 
- Skip the line ticket at the Vatican 

Itinerary:
- Vatican Museums Highlights
- Raphael Rooms or Cabinet of Masks
- Galleries of the Candelabra, 
  Tapestries and Maps
- Secret Vatican Archives
- Sistine Chapel
- Saint Peter’s Basilica
- Saint Peter’s Square

 
 



Be the first inside the Sistine Chapel with VIP earliest access. Our partnership with
the Vatican Museums grants your clients exclusive, earliest access to the Vatican’s
vast collection, giving them the run of all its treasures in the company of an expert
licensed guide.

early morning vatican

What's Included:
- Round-trip transfers
- Private licensed guide
- Skip the line and very first entrance 
  at the Vatican Museums
  & Sistine Chapel 

Itinerary:
- Vatican Museums highlights
- Raphael Rooms or Cabinet of Masks
- Galleries of the Candelabra
- Gallery of Tapestries
- Gallery of Maps
- Sistine Chapel
- Saint Peter’s Basilica
- Saint Peter’s Square

 
 



Itinerary:
- Santa Maria del Popolo
- Sant’Agostino
- San Luigi dei Francesi
- Streets & venues where Caravaggio lived 

Optional : Borghese Gallery 
(will require additional time 
at additional cost) 

 
 

Follow in the footsteps of one of the world's greatest artists, and be guided
through the history of baroque art, and his own brief and tumultuous life. Clients
enjoy an exclusive opening of San Luigi dei Francesci, home to a trilogy of works
depicting the life of Saint Matthew, as well as a guided tour of the other churches
and galleries containing Caravaggio’s masterpieces.

caravaggio 
private opening

What's Included:
- One way transfer 
- Licensed art historian
- Private guided tour
- Exclusive opening of 
  San Luigi dei Francesi
- All entry tickets
 



Itinerary:
- Porta San Sebastiano
- Baths of Caracalla View
- Circus Maximus
- Arch of Constantine
- Colosseum
- Roman Forum
- Palatine Hill
- Capitoline Hill View

 
 

Garner a unique perspective on ancient Rome through this utterly unique
experience. Tailor-made by a specialist historian, this itinerary takes your clients
off the beaten path, bringing them inside the imperial city through the ancient city
walls and following in the footsteps of the Caesars visiting Rome’s most iconic
attractions.

complete ancient rome

What's Included:
- Car disposal during the tour
- Private licensed guide
- Skip the line Colosseum & Forum Tickets 



exclusive temple opening &
special ancient rome tour

What's Included:
- Roundtrip transfers 
- Licensed private guide
- Exclusive opening of San Lorenzo in Miranda
- Skip-the-line entry tickets to Colosseum and Forum 

Itinerary:
- Colosseum
- Roman Forum
- San Lorenzo in Miranda 
  (exclusive opening)
- Palatine Hill
- View over Capitoline Hill

 
 

Combine a complete tour of ancient Rome with an exclusive opening of an
ancient temple. Converted from a pagan temple dedicated to the wife of the
emperor Antoninus Pius, the magnificent second-century church of San Lorenzo
in Miranda looks out over the enchanting Roman Forum. As well as visiting the
iconic Colosseum, touring the Forum and ascending the Palatine Hill with an
expert archaeologist, your clients get to experience an exclusive, private visit to
this atmospheric temple.



Itinerary:
- Theater of Marcellus
- San Nicola in Carcere
- Ghettarello
- Jewish Synagogues 
  (Ashkenaz and Sephardi)
- Jewish Museum
- Turtle Fountain
- Portico of Octavia

Garner a unique perspective of the Eternal City on a Jewish tour of Rome. The
Jews are among Rome’s longest-settled population, and the Ghetto boasts one of
the densest concentrations of history and culture in Rome. This specially crafted
itinerary takes your clients through both the classic and newly-discovered sites in
the company of an expert guide and established member of Rome’s Jewish
community.

What's Included:
- One way transfer 
- Private Jewish guide
- Skip-the-line entrance tickets to Synagogues
 

 

rome's jewish ghetto
with a jewish guide



Itinerary:
- Villa of Hadrian
- Villa d’Este
- Temple of Vesta
- Lunch in the shade of 
  a 2,000-year-old temple

 
 

What's Included:
- Private Mercedes car at disposal during the tour 
- Private expert guide for 6 hours  
- Skip-the-line entry tickets to Villa of Hadrian 
  and Villa D’Este 

full day in tivoli

This day-trip transports your clients from the hustle and bustle of the capital to
the tranquil hillside town of Tivoli. Clients will enjoy a visit to Hadrian’s Villa, an
opulent palace built by the eponymous emperor in the 2nd century CE, and
splendid 16th-century Villa D’Este. We can also organize lunch at one of Tivoli’s
most esteemed restaurants.



Itinerary:
- Customizable
(to be decided according to the client
or on the advice of the photographer)

When you book a vacation photographer, you're not only ensuring you’ll get great
pictures of the place you’re visiting. You’re also connecting with a local of the area
- a professional who can offer insight into the places you’re visiting, and capture
the small details that make traveling so special. A local photographer knows the
best time to visit certain places and how to make sure their special atmosphere is
caught on camera. So whatever the occasion, from proposals and weddings to
recreational travel with the family, invest a little in a private photographer to get
the most from your time in Italy. 

What's Included:
- Private photographer (half- or full-day)

private photographer
available throughout italy



Itinerary:
- Drive from Rome
- Apostolic Palace tour
- Hands-on private cooking class
- Indulgent homemade lunch
- Barberini Gardens tour
- Walk around Castel Gandolfo

What's Included: 
- Hotel pickup and roundtrip transfer
- Private expert guide
- All entry fees
- Prosecco and antipasti reception 
- Cooking class and lunch
- Shuttle around the Barberini Gardens

divine dining on 
the papal estate

Venture into the surrounding Roman hillside for a divine day at the Pope’s
summer residence in Castel Gandolfo. Guests will experience a private tour of the
Apostolic Palace, visiting the Pope’s private apartments, before enjoying a drive
through the bucolic papal estate. They will then take part in a cooking class,
learning recipes refined over generations, and an indulgent homemade lunch.
Finally, they will tour the stunning landscaped Barberini Gardens and have time to
explore the town.



What's Included:
- One way transfer 
- Private expert food guide 
- Several food tastings
- Stop at Michelin-starred restaurant for
  additional price
 

 

 

Itinerary:
- Trastevere, Monti or Testaccio
- Food tastings / market visits
- Sit-down dinner

 
 

gourmet food tour 
in rome

Enjoy an authentic taste of Roman cuisine with a local gastronomic expert.
Exploring one of Rome’s three culinary hotspots, Trastevere, Monti or Testaccio,
clients will sample the city’s most sumptuous offerings, such as supplì, trapizzino,
cheese and meat cuts and more. At the end of this experience, clients enjoy a
lingering sit-down dinner at one of the Eternal City’s most beloved restaurants.



Itinerary:
- Farmers’ market shopping
  (optional)
- Prosecco and antipasti reception
- Private hands-on cooking class
- Indulgent Italian lunch or dinner

Master recipes to recreate at home on this tailored cooking class. After their
prosecco and antipasti reception, clients get stuck into a hands-on cooking class,
perfecting any recipe they wish from pasta and pizza to a full four-course Italian
Sunday lunch. At the end of the class, they can indulge in their culinary creations
with specially selected local wines. Should your clients wish, they can start this
experience sourcing fresh produce with their chef at a local farmers’ market.

What's Included:
- All ingredients and equipment
- Professional private chef
- Immersive cooking class
- Homemade dinner with wide range of drinks
- Recipes (depending on the complexity of the 
  dishes)

tailored cooking class 
in a baroque palace



royal banquet on
a noble roman terrace

 

Meet the Roman nobility and dine in baroque style on the terrace of a prestigious
Roman noble palace where your host for the evening belongs to one of the city’s
most historically renowned noble families. An Italian celebratory dinner will be
cooked in your honor and served in sophisticated style with wine straight from
the family’s estate and on the Princess’ hand-painted china – all available for
purchase.

What's Included:
- Audience with a Roman aristocrat
- Delicious homemade meal

Itinerary:
- Audience with a Roman aristocrat
- Delicious homemade meal

 
 



aristocratic aperitivo 
in a noble roman palace

Be granted an audience within the noble doors of one of Rome’s most beautiful
private residences and enjoy a relaxing afternoon tea in its elegant surroundings.
Tea will be served alongside small pastries and sandwiches. Alternatively, be
treated to a glass of prosecco with pizzette and sandwiches, served in the style of
the classic Italian aperitivo.

What's Included:
- Audience with a princess
- Aperitivo or afternoon tea

Itinerary:
- Audience with a princess
- Aperitivo or afternoon tea

 
 



rome vintage car tour

Discover the Eternal City in the back of an Italian icon on this vintage tour
experience through Rome. Your local, expert driver will regale your clients with
stories and anecdotes, stretching from the foundation of the city to its modern
revival and taking clients to see its most sought-after attractions and sweeping
panoramas. At the end, they will be driven to a locally beloved five-star restaurant.

What's Included:
- Driver at disposal
- Vintage car (Rolls Royce or Bentley) 
- Prosecco and chocolate 

Itinerary:
- Villa Borghese’s Pincian Terrace
- Janiculum Hill
- Monte Mario Hill (with drink stop)
- Aventine Hill
- Orange Garden

 
 



Itinerary:
- Rome's ancient centre
- Appian Way
- Organic farm visit
- Lunch

 
 

Lined with many pagan and Christian tombs, the Appian Way is incredibly
atmospheric. This itinerary gives your clients the chance to fully soak up its unique
atmosphere as they make the scenic journey down its 2,400-year-old
cobblestones. After an immersive 3-hour bike tour, they'll stop at a local organic
farm just off the ancient road. As well as enjoying a guided tour of its bucolic
estate - including the vineyard, winery, farm and dairy producer - they'll enjoy a
relaxing picnic lunch in stunning rural surroundings.

What's Included:
- E-bike rental
- Licensed guide
- Vineyard tour
- Indulgent picnic lunch

 

 

 

appian way bike tour
& eco-farm lunch



Itinerary:
- Spanish Steps
- Via dei Condotti
- Galleria Alberto Sordi
- Area around Piazza Navona
- Rooftop aperitivo

Italy is synonymous with fashion, so where better to discover its trends than in
the heart of the Italian capital? On this exclusive, tailor-fitted tour, our specialised
personal shopper will walk your clients through Rome’s ancient city streets,
seeking out its main fashion houses, special boutiques, and the most prestigious
exponents of Italian Haute Couture. 

What's Included:
- Qualified personal shopper
- Rooftop aperitivo

  personal shopper in rome 
  with rooftop aperitivo 

 



Florence is the city that birthed some of the world’s greatest artists: Michelangelo,
Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael. These artists are the fuel to the fire that is the
Renaissance, and with that your clients explore the city from it’s stunning Duomo
to the Uffizi Gallery, where masterpieces of the Renaissance live. Your clients will
witness the transition between Gothic to Renaissance and, with an expert guide,
see how Florence has influenced the rest of the European world.

Itinerary:
- Duomo (from outside)
- Baptistery (from outside)
- Piazza della Signoria
- Palazzo Vecchio (from outside)
- Ponte Vecchio 
- Uffizi Gallery or Accademia

 
 

classic florence walking
tour with uffizi or accademia

What's Included:
- Licensed private guide 
- Skip-the-line tickets
- Gelato stop
- Coffee tasting  



Itinerary:
- Oltrarno
- Palazzo Pitti
- Boboli Gardens
- Piazzale Michelangelo

Explore Florence’s trendiest neighborhood on this tailored private tour. Literally
meaning ‘Across the River Arno’, Oltrarno is a winding medieval quarter of artisan
workshops and Renaissance palaces. This tour introduces your clients to its most
famous: Palazzo Pitti, the former residence of the Medici, Napoleon, and the last
king of Italy. Stretching out behind the palace are the lush Boboli Gardens,
boasting beautiful fountains and flora and a breathtaking view over Florence.
Discover all of Oltrarno’s treasures at your own pace with a private expert guide.

What's Included:
- Licensed private guide 
- Skip-the-line tickets Palazzo Pitti
- Boboli Gardens

discover oltrarno



Itinerary:
-  Roundtrip transfer from Hotel
- Siena
- Lunch in a traditional Osteria
- San Gimignano
-

Florence has no shortage of cultural treasures. But so many travelers know about
them that the Renaissance city can get very crowded. That’s why we’ve designed
this day-trip: so your clients can escape the hustle and bustle of the city to explore
two of Tuscany’s less visited wonders. This tour offers the perfect opportunity to
explore two of Tuscany’s most stunning medieval towns. Admire the architecture
spread throughout the seemingly cinnamon-sprinkled city of Siena before moving
on to San Gimignano to explore the perfectly preserved town of the 14 towers.

What's Included:
- Car and driving guide disposal
during the tour 
- Licensed private guide in Siena
(3 hrs)   

siena & san gimignano



Florence has no shortage of cultural treasures. But so many travelers know about
them that the Renaissance city can get very crowded. That’s why we’ve designed
this day-trip: so your clients can escape the hustle and bustle of the city to explore
two of Tuscany’s less visited wonders. This tour transports your clients through the
Tuscan countryside to visit Florence’s great historical rival: Pisa. They'll visit the
vertically challenged Leaning Tower of Pisa where – subject to advanced
reservation and availability – they'll climb its dizzying heights. Then they'll make
their way to the enchanting walled town of Lucca to be treated to an authentic
taste of Tuscan life.

Itinerary:
- Roundtrip Transfer 
- Leaning Tower of Pisa
- Piazza of Miracles
- Lunch
- Lucca

What's Included:
- Car and driving guide disposal during the tour 
- Licensed private guide in Pisa (2 hrs)   
- Entry tickets to Cathedral and Baptistery in Pisa 

pisa & lucca



ferrari drive 
through chianti

Itinerary:
- Departure from
Florence
- Stop at Greve in Chianti
- Wine-tasting and lunch
- Stop at San Gimignano
- Return to Florence

Roam Tuscany’s country roads in style as you explore the region in an Italian icon.
Starting in Florence, clients embark on an itinerary taking in the best of Tuscany,
stopping off at Greve in Chianti, Fonterutoli and San Gimignano. Over the course of
this 105-mile journey, clients will be treated to a wine-tasting at a medieval
vineyard and lunch at a regionally reputed osteria. 

What's Included:
- Ferrari Portofino hire
- Car delivery and pick-up at hotel
- Technical briefing before departure 
- Assistant with leading car 
- Parking and Tolls 
- Radio link between vehicles
- Wine tasting and lunch (drinks not included) 



Itinerary:
- Roundtrip transfer from hotel
- Flight preparation
- 45-minute flight

Take to the Tuscan skies on this once-in-a-lifetime experience. As the first light of
day creeps over the renaissance capital, your clients will ascend above its skyline
for spectacular panoramic views. 

This experience is also available elsewhere in Tuscany. Please enquire for details .

What's Included:
- Flight preparation
- 45-minute flight over Florence or Chianti
- Ample time to take photos/videos  

ascend above florence 
in a hot air baloon



This exclusive Maison de Parfum fully represents the art and tradition of Florentine
artistic perfumery. Its premises are located in the heart of the Santa Croce district
of Florence, and it offers a collection of perfumes produced with rare and valuable
raw materials from all corners of the world. These olfactory jewels are made on
site in the perfumery's laboratories. They result from the skillful hand of our
Artisan, who, like alchemists and apothecaries of the past, works with intimate
knowledge and great passion to perfect their creations.

Itinerary:
- Visit of the Maison de Parfum
- Private Workshop 

What's Included:
- Visit of the Maison de Parfum 
- Private Workshop 

sensory delight 
in a medieval perfumery



Famous for its bursting vineyards and heavenly olive orchards, Tuscany truly is a
region like no other. Discover the very best the countryside of Chianti has to offer
on this full-day tour of relaxation and indulgence. Your clients will through its
rolling hills with your private English-speaking driver, indulge in traditional Tuscan
cuisine in a nationally-renowned cantina and osteria, and sample the region's
finest wines in the company of an expert sommelier. 

Itinerary:
- Hotel pickup
- Drive through Chianti
- Wine tasting in a cantina
- Hotel dropoff

What's Included:
- 8-hours with English speaking driver-guide
- Private wine-tasting at Cantina

chianti wine tour



Roam the Tuscan woodland with an experienced truffle hunter, whose family has
been in the business for four generations. After sourcing these rare, delectable
ingredients, follow your unforgettable truffle-hunting experience by indulging in a
four-course truffle-based lunch with specially paired wines.

Itinerary:
- Drive to the truffle-hunting location
- Guided truffle-hunting experience
- Premium lunch with local wines
- Return journey

What's Included:
- Car at disposal (6 hours)
- Truffle-hunting experience
- Lunch with wine tasting

truffle hunting
in the tuscan woods

http://www.savinitartufi.it/


Leaving their accommodation with their private English-speaking driver, your
clients will enjoy the beauty of the Tuscan coast during a 1.5-hour drive to reach
two of the region's most famous wineries. The first is situated on a magnificent
estate where the countryside blends into the sea. It’s the closest winery to the
Tyrrhenian coast and - conversely -the highest in altitude of the entire Bolgheri
territory. After sampling its delights, guests move onto the second stunning winery,
shaped by Bolgheri’s proximity to the sea and the passion of those who cultivate
its grapes. After visiting the vineyards and baroque cellar, guests will enjoy a four-
course meal accompanied by superb wines such as Le Volte 2019, Le Serre Nuove
2018, and Ornellaia 2018 before their return transfer.

Itinerary:
- Round-trip transfer
- Private wine-tasting
- Tour of the vineyards and cellars
- Stunning four-course meal

What's Included:
- English speaking driver at disposal
- Private wine-tasting at two Bolgeri wineries
- Tour of the vineyards and cellars
- Stunning four-course meal

bolgheri wine tour



Discover the cultural and culinary delights of this regionally-renowned relais. Situated
just south of Siena, Castello Banfi boasts a connoisseur's wine-cellar, vineyard,
balsamic vinegar producer, and restaurant. During the course of their private tour,
clients will visit each of these, indulging in a guided wine-tasting and succulent lunch,
comprising five portions and specially paired wines.

Itinerary:
- Drive to Castello Banfi
- Private tour of the relais and estate
- Premium ‘degustation’ food and
  wine tasting
- Lunch at La Taverna Restaurant

What's Included:
- Car at disposal (8 hours)
- Shuttle transfer to the interior of the estate
- Guided tour of the winery and vineyard
- Wine degustation
- Guided tour of the balsamic vinegar 
  producer
- Lunch with degustation menu

tuscan indulgence
in montalcino



Explore the winding waterways and labyrinthine center of Venice with an expert
local guide. Your clients will be taken across the Rialto Bridge, into the glorious
Saint Mark’s Basilica with VIP entrance, and through the Doge’s Palace (and down
its secret passage). Beyond these major highlights, our expert guide will also
inform them of various trivia throughout the city, such as why the Bridge of Sighs is
called so.

Itinerary:
- Saint Mark’s Square
- Saint Mark’s Basilica
- Doge’s Palace (and secret passage)
- Bridge of Sighs
- Rialto Bridge

What's Included:
- Private licensed guide
- Entry tickets to Saint Mark’s Basilica
- Doge’s Palace

classic venice 
walking tour



Hidden in plain sight, Jewish Venice is as expansive as it is well preserved. With our
local guide, your clients will explore the streets of Venice’s Jewish Ghetto (where
the term “ghetto” originated) and visit four of the five synagogues: the Great
German Schola, the Canton Schola, the Italian Schola, the Levantine Schola, or the
Spanish Schola. Each synagogue varies in beauty and history, thus your clients can
choose which to visit based on their interests. This impressive tour also includes a
guided visit to the Jewish Museum of Venice.

Itinerary:
- Four synagogues
- Jewish Ghetto
- Jewish Museum of Venice

What's Included:
- Private expert guide
- Entry tickets to 4 Synagogues 
- Entry tickets to Jewish Museum

discover jewish venice



There’s no better way to experience Venice’s beauty than from the water the city
floats on. Your clients will be navigated on their own private boat, sipping prosecco
and passing Venice’s stunning monuments. Our expert local guide will tell the
history of the city and each landmark over the soft wake in the lagoon.

Itinerary:
- Grand Canal Boat tour

What's Included:
- Private boat
- Private guide
- Prosecco

grand canal boat tour



Explore Venice the right way by taking to her waters and discovering her treasures.
During your clients journey across the Venetian lagoon, they will learn about
traditional artisan crafts. Going behind the scenes of these studios, they have an
in-depth look at how these beautiful crafts are created. Your clients also gain entry
to the gorgeous Torcello Cathedral to see Venice’s earliest mosaics.

Itinerary:
- Burano 
- Glass-blowing demonstration
- Murano
- Lace-making demonstration
- Torcello
- Torcello Cathedral

What's Included:
- Private boat
- Expert guide
- Artisan demonstrations
- Entry tickets to Torcello Cathedral

artisan traditions 
of the lagoon



Step inside the heart of the historic Venetian Republic on this exclusive after-hours
visit. Discover its treasures, learn all about the stories of those that shaped the City
of Canals, and enjoy the exclusive experience of having this attraction entirely to
yourself.

Itinerary:
- Highlights of the Doge's Palace 
- Bridge of Sighs

What's Included:
- Private expert guide
- Exclusive opening of Doge's Palace

exclusive opening of the
doge's palace



Immerse yourself in true Venetian tradition by sampling cicchetti – Venice’s very
own tapas and a quintessential Venetian pastime. Your expert local guide will
accompany your clients to the hidden Venetian bars the locals keep to themselves,
recommending the perfect combination of delicious homemade appetisers and
choice Venetian wines.

Itinerary:
- "Hidden Venice"
- Three Taverns
- Cicchetti tasting
- Wine Tasting

What's Included:
- Private guide
- 2-hour walking tour
- Cicchetti food tasting
- Wine tasting

cicchetti & wine-tasting
in venice



Take to the waters in a 18th-century style gondola! Learn to navigate this
glamorous, authentic boat under the expert guidance of your own private
instructor. After a quick safety briefing from your private instructor, your clients will
board a stabilised, learner’s gondola -  specially designed so no one can fall in the
water! After familiarising themselves with the rowing techniques within the safety
of a small port, they'll take a trip down the smaller canals of Venice, just like any
real gondolier. Passing beneath bridges and through canals before returning to
shore for an aperitivo!

Itinerary:
- Induction lesson
- Ride down the canals
- Aperitivo back on shore

What's Included:
- Expert instructor
- Use of the gondola
- Aperitivo

become a gondolier



Enjoy a breathtaking Sunset in the Lagoon onboard a luxury cruise. This
experience will show you the lagoon paradise where you can immerse yourself in
an atmosphere of total peace sipping a glass of prosecco and discovering the
hidden gems. The Doge's Palace and St. Mark's Square will frame your special
dinner leaving you with a unique memory of Venice.

Itinerary:
- Hotel pick-up & drop-off by water taxi
- Private luxury cruise with captain 
- Aperitif and dinner on-board

What's Included:
- Hotel pick-up & drop-off by water taxi 
- Private luxury cruise with captain 
- Aperitif and dinner on-board

sunset aperitivo and 
dinner on a luxury cruise



Venture through the islands of Venice and the outskirt-cities of Vicenza and Verona
for a spectacular photography escapade. Spectacular vistas, like Venice’s lagoon
and the peaks of the Dolomites, contrasting man-made edifices await your keen
eye to capture.

Itinerary:
- Venice
- Vicenza
- Verona

What's Included:
- Private driver and guide for half a day

photography 
experience in veneto



Rise above the terracotta roofs of Venice and ascend above the lagoon for a view
of the mosaic-esque jungle of palazzi and cathedrals. As you fly over the island-
studded lagoon, you'll be treated to an unforgettable view over the remnants of
the Venetian Republic - once a dominant medieval power in Meditarranean.

Itinerary:
- Take-off from Lido airport
- Venetian mainland
- Venetian islands
- Return to Lido airport

What's Included:
- Twenty-minute flight
(Minimum 2; maximum 3 passengers)

helicopter tour 
above venice



Milan offers a unique blend of old-world charm in the midst of the modern era.
With your expert guide, your clients will discover the masterpieces and secret sites
of this wonderful city. They’ll visit Piazza della Scala, named after the renowned
opera house Teatro alla Scala, pass through the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II, a
shopper’s paradise and marvel at the Duomo, the iconic Gothic catherdral that
took six centuries to build. Other sites may include Merchant Square, Sforza Castle,
Basilica of Santa Maria delle Grazie, and San Maurizio al Monastero Maggiore.

Itinerary:
- Piazza della Scala
- Vittorio Emanuele II Gallery
- Duomo Merchant Square
- Sforza Castle
- Santa Maria della Grazie
- Church of San Maurizio

What's Included:
- Private guide (3 hours)
- Entry tickets to Duomo Cathedral

milan orientation tour



Discover Leonardo’s genius through his Milanese works: the Last Supper in the
Santa Maria delle Grazie church and the “Atlantic codex”. Starting at the Pinacoteca
Ambrosiana, where, for the first time in history, the Atlantic codex is accessible to
the public, guests are treated to the most extensive collection of Leonardo’s
manuscripts contains studies covering everything from mathematics, anatomy,
botanic, machine design, studies on the flights of birds and architectural projects.
The tour then continues with The Last Supper, Leonardo da Vinci’s masterpiece
housed at Santa Maria delle Grazie.

Itinerary:
- Guided tour of the
  Atlantic Complex
- Viewing of the Last Supper

What's Included:
- English speaking Guide
- Entrance tickets to The Last Supper 
- Entrance tickets to the Atlantic Codex

in the footsteps 
of leonardo



Visit the Church of Santa Maria delle Grazie for an exclusive, private viewing of
Leonardo da Vinci’s masterpiece: Il Cenacolo (the “Last Supper”). Along with their
private guide, an English-speaking art historian, your clients will reap the rewards
of the experience of being alone with this seminal artwork, drilling down into the
depth of its meaning while nourishing their curiosity.

Itinerary:
- Private viewing of the Last Supper
- Guided tour of the Atlantic Complex

What's Included:
- Private, English-speaking guide
- Exclusive viewing of the Last Supper

last supper 
private viewing



Italy is synonymous with fashion, so where better to discover its latest trends than
at the heart of the country’s fashion capital! On this exclusive, tailor-fitted tour, our
highly specialized and professional team will accompany you through the ancient
streets of this stunning city, seeking out the main fashion houses,special
boutiques, and the most luxurious of Italian Haute Couture.

Itinerary:
- Quadrilatero della Moda
- Vittorio Emanuele II Gallery
- Via Montenapoleone
- Via della Spiga

What's Included:
- Expert personal shopper
- 3-hour shopping experience

personal shopper 
in milan



Take to Lake Maggiore’s waters on this immersive, private excursion. Traveling via
water taxi, you’ll soak in the sublime sights of Isola Bella (Beautiful Island), Isola
Pescatore (The Fisherman Island), and Isola Madre (Mother Island), stopping off for
lunch and to explore a historic palace and botanical gardens. A must for anyone
visiting Northern Italy.

Itinerary:
- Stresa
- Isola Madre
- Isola Pescatore
- Lunch
- Isola Bella
- Botanical Gardens
- Palazzo Boromeo
- Return journey

What's Included:
- Full day private car disposal 
- Licensed private guide (6 hours)
- Private taxi boat
- Entry tickets to Isola Bella & Isola Madre
(tickets and gardens)

lago maggiore and
borromean islands excursion



Discover a picturesque rural retreat in the heart of Portofino. Accompanied by
their professional local guide, guests will enjoy exclusive access to an authentic
eco-farm, dramatically situated on the Ligurian coast. Guests will experience an
engaging guided tour of the vineyards, olive groves, hop area, and bee hives before
indulging in a delicious picnic lunch consisting of a range of local specialities.

Itinerary:
- Transfer from Portofino parking
- Guided tour of eco farm
- Picnic lunch of local specialities
- Return transfer to Portofino parking

What's Included:
- Private tour of the Eco Farm 
- Exclusive location at disposal 
- Picnic lunch with tasting of local specialties 
- Private local guide 
- Roundtrip transfers from Portofino 
  parking to the Eco farm 

portofino 
eco-farm visit



Embark on your private motorboat and discover the treasures of Portofino and the
Ligurian coastline. As well as visiting the magical Cove of San Fruttoso, a stunning
medieval alley, and the captivating underwater statue of Christ of the Abyss, clients
will be able to take swim stops wherever they choose and enjoy a refreshing
aperitivo en route

Itinerary:
- Departure from Santa Margherita harbour
- San Fruttoso Cove
- Snorkelling Underwater statue 
  (Cristo degli Abissi)
- Camogli village aperitif
- Return to Santa Margherita harbour

What's Included:
- Private boat tour (3 hours)
- Aperitif on board 

half-day boat tour
on the portofino gulf



blind wine-tasting
on a yacht

We are easily able to tell the difference between a white, a red and a rosé wine. But
what about when we're blindfolded? When relying on tastes and aromas themselves,
everything is relative. With the help of your private English speaking sommelier, your
clients can enjoy a unique experience on board of a private yacht in the middle of
the Tyrrhenian Sea. An expert sommelier will guide them through an amazing
experience tasting 5 different wines accompanied by Tuscan appetizers and breads.

Itinerary:
- Round-trip transfer
- Welcome onboard the yacht at
  Bocca di Magra
- Blind degustation of wine and
  appetizers

What's Included:
- Cruise on a private yacht (3 hours)
- Expert sommelier 
- 5 different wines and Tuscan appetizers



Take to seas off the coast of Cinque Terre for an unforgettable private cruise. A
private driver/guide will pick your clients up from either La Spezia or Monterosso
(TBC), transporting them down to the harbour to begin their day at sea. Stepping
aboard their luxury boat, your clients will meet the captain who will sail them along
the coast, treating them to a delicious offering of food and drink along the way.
They can stop wherever they wish for a swim-stop, after which they can sit back,
relax, and enjoy the views with some wines, soft drinks and antipasti snacks.

Itinerary:
- Pickup from La Spezia or
  Monterosso (TBC)
- Private boat tour 
- Cruise to Portovenere
- Stop-off in Vernazza 
  (weather permitting)
- Optional swim stops
- Return journey

What's Included:
- Private boat tour along the Cinque Terre 
  coastline
- Gourmet lunch on board
- English speaking hostess 
- Soft drinks, local wine and appetizers 
  on board

cinque terre 
private boat tour



What's Included:
- Roundtrip transfers
- Private cooking class (pesto, pasta, dessert)
- Homemade lunch
- Selection of soft and alcoholic drinks

Venture into the stunning natural park of Portofino to master the art of traditional
Ligurian cooking. After exploring the Old Mill and its surrounding area, including a
hop plantation from where the area’s famed beer is derived, guests will take part in
an immersive cooking class. Here they’ll learn to perfect several traditional recipes
from pasta to pesto to local desserts. They finish the experience by indulging on
what they’ve made accompanied by selected wines and beers before being
transported back to Portofino.

Itinerary:
- Transfer from Portofino parking
- Visit to Old Mill
- Tour of the hops plantation
- Multi-course cooking class
- Indulgent homemade lunch
- Return transfer to Portofino 
  parking

pesto-making 
in portofino



Embark on an exhilirating bike tour through picturesque Portofino. Cycling along
the trails of Portofino’s natural park, and accompanied by a professional local
guide, guests will enjoy stunning views of this coastal paradise, arriving at the “Bay
of the English”. Here they’ll enjoy an exclusive wine tasting and aperitif overlooking
the vineyards and olive groves below. The final part of the tour involves exploring a
sustainable farm, consisting of a bees’ garden, vineyards, olive grove and butterfly’s
area.

What's Included:
- Mountain bike; helmet; padlock
- Expert bike guide
- Ligurian wine-tasting
- Guided tour of sustainable farm

Itinerary:
- Cycle through Portofino Natural Park
- View of Cala dei Inglesi (the “English Cove”)
- Ligurian wine tasting
- Visit to sustainable farm

portofino bike tour 
and wine-tasting



Explore a paradise bursting with color and flavor, standing at the junction where
rich Roman history meets modern Italian vibrancy. Stop at the seemingly endless
amount of picturesque coastline towns like Positano, Amalfi, Minori, Maiori, Cetara,
Vietri, or Sorrento. Drive through the Amalfi countryside and down the coastline of
Campania, soaking in unforgettable views of the jagged cliffs, teal-blue waters, and
vibrant villas..

What's Included:
- Private car with driver/guide at disposal
- Visit to a limoncello producer with tasting

Itinerary:
- Drive along the Amalfi Coast
- Positano
- Amalfi
- Ravello
- Visit to a limoncello producer

full day 
on the amalfi coast



All visitors to Campania make a pilgrimage to Pompeii. Few venture off the beaten
path to explore its lesser-known neighbors: Herculaneum and Castellammare di
Stabia. Barely known outside academic circles, these sites are better preserved
than their more famous counterpart and deserve to be explored with an expert
guide.

What's Included:
- Car at disposal throughout the tour
- Private licensed guide
- Entry tickets to Herculaneum, Villa Arianna
  and Villa San Marco

Itinerary:
- Round-trip transfer
- Herculaneum highlights
- Castellamare di Stabia
- Villa Arianna 
- Villa San Marco

herculaneum
- the undiscovered pompeii



The ancient settlement of Paestum is home to some of Italy’s best-preserved and
most ancient remains. Your clients will be awestruck by its Greek temples, which
date from the 6th century BC, immersing themselves in the city’s staggering history
in the company of an expert private guide. Following their immmersive tour of
Paestum, your clients will visit a local mozzarella producer where they’ll indulge on
a delicious lunch of local produce.

What's Included:
- Car at disposal throughout the day
- Private licensed guide in Paestum
- Entry tickets to Paestum Archaeological Park
- Lunch on the bufallo mozarella farm

Itinerary:
- Round-trip transfer
- Private tour of Paestum 
  (2 hours)
- Drive to local buffalo 
  mozzarella producer
- Guided tour of the farm 
- Indulgent lunch on the farm

discover paestum



Journey down the stunning Amalfi Coast in search of a cornucopia of culinary
delights. This full-day tour indulges your clients with some of the region’s finest
foodie offerings, ranging from locally produced mozzarella di buffala, sweet
limoncello and golden extra virgin olive oil. Clients all get the chance to get creative
in the kitchen themselves in an immersive, hands-on pizza-making class.

What's Included:
- Car and driver/guide at disposal 
  throughout the day
- Exclusive mozzarella, limoncello and 
  olive oil tastings
- Hands-on pizza class with homemade lunch

Itinerary:
- Transfer from accommodation
- Drive along the Amalfi Coast
- Exclusive degustation sessions
- Hands-on pizza-making class
- Indulgent homemade lunch
- Return transfer

gastronomic 
amalfi coast tour



Take to the skies above a littoral paradise bursting with color, flavor and vibrancy.
Starting from Sorrento, you’ll soar above a seemingly endless sequence of
picturesque coastline towns like Positano, Amalfi, Pompeii and Herculaneum
before ascending above Mt. Vesuvius itself for unforgettable views.

What's Included:
- 50-minute helicopter flight to 
  and from Sorrento

Itinerary:
- Take off from Sorrento
- Flight above Naples
- Flight above Pompeii
- Flight above Vesuvius
- Flight above Herculaneum
- Landing in Sorrento

helicopter experience:
pompeii & vesuvius 



Take to the skies above a littoral paradise bursting with color, flavor and vibrancy.
Starting from Sorrento, you’ll soar above a seemingly endless sequence of
picturesque coastline towns like Positano, Amalfi, Pompeii and Herculaneum
before ascending above Mt. Vesuvius itself for unforgettable views.

What's Included:
- 60-minute helicopter flight 
  to and from Sorrento

Itinerary:
- Take off from Sorrento
- Flight above Capri
- Flight above Positano
- Flight above Amalfi
- Flight above the south of Naples
- Landing in Sorrento

helicopter experience: 
amalfi coast



Naples is truly a city like no other. Scratch below the surface of the regional capital
on this immersive half-day walking tour. Guests will discover the must-see sights of
the stunning historic center, indulging in sweet local delicacies along the way. This
is the perfect experience for those looking to see Naples through a local’s eyes.

What's Included:
- Private guided tour of Naples’ 
  historic center
- Sfogliatella and coffee tasting

Itinerary:
- Naples’ historic center highlights
- Naples’ Castello
- Sfogliatella and coffee stop

naples walking tour



Immerse yourself in the Campanian capital on our authentic walking tour of
Naples. Perfect for first-time and returning visitors alike, this tour combines the
best of Neapolitan culture and cuisine. You and your expert guide will encounter it
all as you make your way down Naples’ most famous road, sampling its street-food
delights and ducking into churches and chapels to discover its treasures.

What's Included:
- Private guide
- All entry tickets
- Sfogliatella and coffee tasting
- Street food tasting

Itinerary:
- Spaccanapoli’ highlights
- Sfogliatella and coffee stop
- Street food tasting
- Monastery of Santa Chiara
- Church of Gesù Nuovo
- Veiled Christ

authentic naples 
walking tour



Explore a city frozen in time in the company of an expert local guide before
ascending Italy’s most famous volcano. Clients then enjoy a light organic lunch, a
degustation of the area’s richest, most earthy wines and a tour of the nearby farm of
Bosco de Medici. 

What's Included:
- Car at disposal throughout the tour 
  (can ascend Mount Vesuvius up to 1000 meters)
- Entry tickets to Pompeii
- Licensed private guide in Pompeii
- Tour of Bosco de Medici farm
- Light lunch and regional wine-tasting

Itinerary:
- Travel to Pompeii
- Private guided tour of Pompeii
- Travel to Bosco de Medici
- Private guided tour of the farm
- Light lunch and 
  local wine tasting
- Return journey

pompeii and vesuvius



Take to the seas along a littoral paradise bursting with color, flavor and vibrancy.
Starting from either Sorrento, Naples, Capri, Positano or Amalfi, you’ll sail along a
seemingly endless sequence of picturesque coastline towns enjoying sparkling
prosecco, cold drinks and optional swimstops.

What's Included:
- 2-hour sunset cruise
- Cold drinks, prosecco, snacks, 
  beach towels

Itinerary:
- Set sail from Naples, Sorrento, 
  Capri, Positano, or Amalfi
- Sunset cruise
- Prosecco & aperitivo
- Return to port of departure

sunset cruise 
along the amalfi coast



Explore the labyrinthine streets of Bari’s picturesque historical center. As they
navigate the winding streets of whitewashed palaces, discovering local traditions
with their local expert guide, your clients will explore two of Bari’s great
Romanesque churches: the twelfth-century San Sabino and tenth-century San
Nicola.

What's Included:
- Licensed private guide

Itinerary:
- Bari’s Historical Center
- Cathedral of San Sabino
- Saint Nicholas Basilica

historical bari
orientation tour



The day begins in Trani, one of the most beautiful cities along the Adriatic Sea.
Trani has a relaxed, quintessentially southern atmosphere of fishing boats and fine
restaurants. Guests then visit the countryside between Trani and Andria,
renowned for its outstanding agricultural products. Losing themselves in the rich
tastes of the famous oil of coratina olives, accompanied by some delicious local
products, guests finish the experience with a visit to the UNESCO site Castel del
Monte.

What's Included:
- Private car at disposal
- Private English-speaking guide
- Entry to Castel del Monte
- Olive oil degustation

Itinerary:
- Trani Town Center
- Cathedral of Saint Nicholas 
  the Pilgrim
- Olive Oil Degustation
- Castel del Monte
- Return Transfer

trani & castel del monte



Discover the ‘City of the Sassi’ on this immersive private tour. Matera is one of the
world’s oldest continuously settled cities, a trogloydtic phenomenon, untouched
for centuries until the 1950s. The city is still relatively undiscovered: unjustifiably off
the tourist radar despite being one of Italy’s most stunning cities. On this private
guided tour, your clients will discover its secrets, exploring its rupestrian churches,
cave dwellings, and indulging in delicious local produce.

What's Included:
- Private, licensed guide for 3 hours
- Olive-oil tasting and lunch

Itinerary:
- Belvedere Viewpoint
- ‘Sasso Caveoso’ District
- ‘Sasso Barisano’ District
- San Nicola dei Greci
- Madonna delle Virtù
- Aperitif

discover matera



Enjoy the experience of touring a farm with its magnificent olive groves in the heart
of the Apulian countryside. You will be shown both old and modern olive
harvesting machinery and learn the techniques used in oil production and
processing, from harvest to pressing, to obtain extra-virgin olive oil of excellent
quality. At the end of the tour clients enjoy a superb lunch tasting several types of
olive oils and typical Apulian specialties.

What's Included:
- Private car at disposal for 4 hours
- Olive-oil tasting 
- Traditional Pugliese Lunch

Itinerary:
- Drive from Bari
- Visit to an Olive Oil Producer
- Olive Oil Degustation
- Traditional Pugliese Lunch
- Return to Bari
-

puglia food tour:
a taste of the south



Ride along rural routes and ancient paths on this stunning countryside adventure.
Meeting at the riding school near Castel del Monte (some 40 miles from Bari),
clients will embark on an unforgettable adventure, roaming the expansive natural
landscape of one of Southern Italy’s most picturesque regional parks. Along the
way, they’ll pass majestic vineyards, pine-flanked tracks, and ancient shepherd
paths, making for an unforgettable bucolic experience.

What's Included:
- Private car at disposal 
- Horse and instructor

Itinerary:
- Meet at Riding School near 
  Castel del Monte
- Horseback Riding through 
  Alta Murgia

horseback riding in alta
murgia national park



Experience  a full-day tour of Sicily's most breathtaking ancient, medieval and
modern monuments in Palermo and Monreale. Enjoy an orientation tour of
Palermo before diving into Palermo’s famous street-food scene for lunch, sampling
small arancini (fried rice balls with cheese, sometimes stuffed with meat) and other
specialties. After lunch, you’ll be transported to Monreale, just outside Palermo, to
explore such stunning Arabian-Norman architecture as the outstanding cathedral
and Benedictine Cloister built in the 12th century

What's Included:
- Rountrip transfers 
- Private guide and driver for the day
- Sicilian street food samples

Itinerary:
- Roundtrip transfers
- Palermo highlights
- Street food lunch
- Transfer to Monreale
- Monreale highlights

palermo & monreale
orientation tour



Experience a day of Sicilian indulgence as you learn to cook with a duchess in an
18th-century coastal palace. The Duchess of Palma will accompany you to a
colourful local market to source the season’s freshest ingredients. Tour the organic
gardens on the luscious terrace to pick fresh herbs, flowers and lemons that will
enhance the flavours of your recipes. Then craft a mouthwatering Sicilian menu
under the Duchess’s expert guidance before enjoying the fruits of your labour in
the palazzo’s  dining room. Finish your afternoon with a fascinating tour of the
Palazzo, where you will have the rare privilege of seeing the original handwritten
manuscript of 'Il Leopardo' - the Prince’s enduring masterpiece.

What's Included:
- Return transfers
- Market visit
- Tour of the palace & grounds
- Cooking class
- Homemade meal

Itinerary:
- Hotel pickup
- Market visit
- Tour of the palace & grounds
- Hands-on cooking class
- Homemade meal

cooking class
with a duchess



wine tasting on etna 
and taormina tour

Dedicate a day to discovering Mount Etna’s volcanic fruits – by Jeep and with a
nature guide. Stop off in a local winery to sample the unique flavours of Sicilian
cuisine and Etna’s wine. We’ll then transport you to the city of Taormina.
Characterized by its cultural and naturalistic beauty, Taormina has always been the
destination of the rich and famous. Here you’ll meet your guide for a guided tour
during which includes Taormina’s enchanting Greek-roman theatre.

What's Included:
- 
- 

Itinerary:
- 
-
-
-



unesco wine & weaving
on pantelleria

Your day starts with a visit to the oldest of the island's wineries and the only one
still adhering to all traditional production methods. Experience a unique
degustation of the island's famous passito (a DOC sweet wine) and other reserve
wines, accompanied by a selection of gastronomic treats. Next, your local guide
takes you off the beaten path to explore the island from the back of a Vespa. As
you venture down dirt tracks and main roads, you are nourished with a knowledge
of the island in a way only its natives have ever discovered. 

What's Included:
- Pick.-up from the hotel
- Food and Wine degustation
- English-speaking guide
- Vespa ride
- Return transfer 

Itinerary:
- Pick-up from the Hotel
- Winery visit
- Degustation 
- Food tasting
- Vespa ride
- Return transfer



pantelleria 
island cruise

Embark on a cruise on the turquoise waters surrounding Pantelleria, exploring its
beaches and coves from a traditional wooden lancia pantesca boat. Begin at
Lungomare di Pantelleria, and circumnavigate the island–stopping to swim and
snorkel in the warm transparent waters. Lunch is served on-board: a typical menu
of fresh mixed salad, spaghetti, and seasonal fruits accompanied with water, wine,
and coffee. As the day draws to a close, we make our way back to shore. Fully wind
down by enjoying an atmospheric aperitivo on the seafront as the sun sets behind
the Mediterranean.

What's Included:
- Pick.-up from the hotel
- Boat 
- English-speaking skipper
- Lunch on-board
- Aperitivo
- Return transfer 

Itinerary:
- Pick-up from the Hotel
- Lungomare di Pantelleria
- Boat trip 
- Lunch and Aperitivo



artisan traditions 
of the island

Your tinerary consists of a cultural excursion across the island. Discover quaint
Pantescan churches, charming rural hamlets, byzantine tombs and expansive
landscapes, ending up at the island's oldest caper producer for a unique, eco-
sustainable tasting session. Indulge in a rich selection of island specialties: paté,
pesto, dried tomatoes, olives, and marmalade made from locally picked citrus fruit.
A unique experience awaits in the afternoon when you visit a young sculptor who
crafts his creations from the island's famous basalt. But this is not his only craft: he
also follows the island's tradition of fashioning everyday objects from wicker and
cane.

What's Included:
- Pick-up from the hotel
- Local guide
- Caper tasting & food degustation
- Traditional sculptor workshop
- Return transfer 

Itinerary:
- Pick-up from the Hotel
- Island's highlights
- Caper producer visit
- Organic degustation
- Visit to a local sculptor



scents of pantelleria

Visit an artisinal essential oil producer who cultivates wild, local herbs and bask in
an oasis of scents and colors. This multisensory experience nourishes you with
knowledge of these herbs and their use in cooking, medicine, and cosmetics. Take
this chance to sample food made from the herbs and fruits cultivated here. Even
produce some of these yourself with the techniques straight from the artisan.

What's Included:
- Pick-up from the hotel
- Visit to an essential oil producer
- Food tasting
- Return transfer 

Itinerary:
- Pick-up from the Hotel
- Island's highlights
- Visit to an essential oil producer
- Food degustation
- Hands-on tutorial
- Return transfer



cross-island excursion

Trek the stunning scenic route through the Pantellerian mountains to the small
hamlet of Siba as you make your way across the Kufurà, Kaffefi, Kannaki, and
Sillume valleys, marvelling at the flowing lava of Gelfiser that have shaped the
landscape over the centuries. This route takes you to the Bugeber district, offering
a sweeping panoramic view over Lake Specchio di Venere (Mirror of Venus). You
can then visit the Volcanology Museum, situated just to the east of the lake, and
discovering the natural history of the island with a local expert or journey the short
distance to Punta Spadino: a stunning vantage point at the north of the island
looking out towards distant Sicily.

What's Included:
- Pick-up from the hotel
- Private guide
- Entrance ticktets
- Return transfer 

Itinerary:
- Pick-up from the hotel
- Mountain and valley trek
- Mirror of Venus Lake
- Volcanology museum (optional)
- Punta Spadino (optional)
- Return transfer



parma orientation tour

Situated in the heart of the central region of Emilia-Romagna, Parma is a city of
many accolades. Voted the fourth-best city in the world for quality of life by the
Telegraph, it combines stunning cultural patrimony with internationally adored
cuisine. This orientation tour introduces your clients to the highlights of this
culturally diverse and visually stunning city, revealing its French, Bourbon and
Habsburg influences. 

What's Included:
- Return transfers
- Private guide in Parma
- Entry tickets to attractions

Itinerary:
- Hotel pickup
- Parma highlights
- Palazzo della Pilotta
- Farnese Theatre & Gallery
- Parma Cathedral
- Return transfer



parma 
gastronomic tour

Ask any Italian to name their country's best food region and chances are they'll say
Emilia-Romagna. Home to the cities of Bologna, Parma, and Modena, this
landlocked central region prides itself on rich carnivorous cuisine, stuffed pasta,
and locally produce specialties like mortadella and Parmigiano Reggiano. Combine
exquisite cuisine with enriching culture as your local English-speaking guide and
private driver introduce you to the region's finest foods with a healthy peppering of
historical, cultural, and contemporary experiences for good measure

What's Included:
- Return transfers
- Private guide and driver
- Tours and tastings at both producers
- Perhaps the best lunch your clients have 
  ever eaten

Itinerary:
- Hotel pickup
- Visit to prosciutto &
  culatello producer
- Degustation session & lunch
- Visit to parmesan producer
- Degustation session
- Return transfer



bologna 
gastronomic tour

Ask any Italian to name their country's best food region and chances are they'll say
Emilia-Romagna. Home to the cities of Bologna, Parma, and Modena, this
landlocked central region prides itself on rich carnivorous cuisine, stuffed pastas,
and locally produce specialties like mortadella and parmigiano reggiano. Combine
exquisite cuisine with enriching culture as your local English-speaking guide and
private driver introduce you to the region's finest foods with a healthy peppering of
historical, cultural, and contemporary experiences for good measure

What's Included:
- Return transfers
- Private guide and driver
- Abundant food and wine tastings

Itinerary:
- Hotel pickup
- Degustation sessions 
- Lunch
- Return transfer



authentic cooking class
in bologna

Step inside a chef's residence in Italy's culinary capital and master the art of
making Bologna's quintessential dishes. Your expert, fluently English-speaking chef
will guide your clients through crafting beautiful, Bolognese meal consisting of
tempting tortellini and a dreamy dessert. At the end of the hands-on cooking class,
your clients will indulge in their creations over a lingering lunch or dinner with local
wines and in convivial company.

What's Included:
- Return transfers to chef's residence
- All equipment and ingredients
- Private professional chef
- Hands-on cooking class
- Homemade meal with selection of
  alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks

Itinerary:
- Hotel pickup
- Reception in chef's residence
- Hands-on, multi-course 
  cooking class
- Homemade meal
- Return transfer


